
 

If “natural born Citizenship” (nbC) really didn't matter, there would be one reason—the real one. The fact is the definition of nbC is in writing and 
all the reasons offered serve to avoid an inconvenient truth—ineligible people are involved with the office of president of the United States. 

Reasons the president doesn’t have to be a “natural born Citizen” 
The U.S. Constitution requires the U.S. president to be a “natural born Citizen” (Article II), 

defined at the time as a person with two citizen parents and born on U.S. soil. People say it no longer matters. 
 

We already messed up with Obama so it no longer matters, what difference does it make now 
The Constitution no longer counts, so much else of it is abrogated 
The Constitution applies only to old times, these are modern times 
If the Constitution still says that then it ought to be changed 
The definition still matters, Dems and Reps are simply in violation, and nothing’s done 
Cruz is eligible because I say so and believe it, and I like him and he’s best (candidate uber C) 
Are we supposed to fall on our own swords again like good Republicans and elect a putz 
Or throw the election to Hillary so we can be purists 
One parent makes you nbC, it says so, I read it on the web, Cruz himself said so 
Birth here makes you nbC , it says so, I read it on the web, or something 
If you’re a citizen you’re a natural born citizen, there’s no distinction 
The Supreme Court said so more than once 
The Naturalization Act of 1790 made it clear 
Blackstone made it clear 
British common law made it clear 
If we disqualify a candidate today on nbC grounds it exposes BHO as ineligible 
If we expose BHO we have an insurmountable constitutional crisis 
The countless people liable to charges of misprision of treason will work to prevent any review 
The courts, understanding the truth and dangers, will not grant standing, so there is no “there” there 
It’s already been to court repeatedly, you’re wrong 
So you know more than Katyal and Clements who wrote the definitive paper, do you 
So you know more than the government’s own Congressional Research Service report on this, do you 
So if that’s true, why hasn’t it been in The New York Times 


